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Franz Joseph Haydn’s importance in the history
of music is so great, that it would be difficult to
summarize his achievements in a few para-
graphs. He inherited the sonata form from Bach
and made it into a great form of musical
expression. He established the symphony,
preparing the way for Mozart and Beethoven. He
is often called the father of the string quartet. In

fact, Mozart commented that it was from Haydn that he
learned how to compose for four stringed instruments.

Haydn possessed a sunny disposition and a lovable
nature. He was extremely generous and had a warm heart.
He is quoted as saying, “Anybody can see by the look of
me that I am a good-natured sort of fellow.” Much of his
good nature can be heard in his music, which lives on
nearly 200 years after his death in 1809.

This is the story of Franz Joseph Haydn, who was born in
Rohrau, Austria to peasant folk. Though the feudalistic
times in which he lived would not have allowed him to rise
to the aristocracy, he is what brought much acclaim to the
Esterházy royal family of Hungary. In this book written
especially for young adults, readers will be taken back in
time for a delightful musical journey.
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Masters of

Music

F
ranz Joseph Haydn (HY-den) was a musical genius. But he
lived in a time when musicians were dependent on wealthy
patrons for their very survival. In the 18th century much of

the wealth and power in Europe was under the control of a few
enormously rich families. These royal houses, such as the Bourbons
in France, the Hapsburgs in Austria and the Romanovs in Russia,
formed great dynasties supported by smaller kingdoms. Everyone
else—peasant farmers, craftsmen, tradesmen, artists, and minor
nobility—depended on these powerful princes for their livelihood.
This was called the feudal system.

Haydn worked within this system. He spent much of his adult
life employed by the Esterházys, an immensely wealthy Hungarian
family who owned estates near the Austrian border. The Esterházy
princes were music lovers who recognized and valued Haydn’s
genius. Still, they treated him as a servant.

Haydn’s contract with the Esterházys required him to present
himself to the prince every day at noon to discuss musical plans for
the day. The prince addressed his servants, Haydn included, in the
third person. So he wouldn’t ask, “What have you composed for

Papa Haydn
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this evening?” Instead he would say, “What has Herr Haydn com-
posed for this evening?”

This method of address emphasized that Haydn was a member
of the lower classes. He had to wear a uniform. He had to set an
example for the other musicians by his good behavior. He had to
resolve any problems that occurred among the musicians. He had to
teach the singers and rehearse the orchestra. He had to take care of
the musical instruments and the musical scores in the Esterházys’
extensive music library. He couldn’t even resign without securing
the approval of the prince. And all of Haydn’s musical compositions
were the property of Prince Esterházy. No copies were to be made
without the prince’s permission.

But instead of feeling bitter about all the work that was ex-
pected of him, Haydn was cheerful. He told his first biographer,
Georg Griesinger, who spent the last 10 years of Haydn’s life as a
close friend, “My Prince was content with all my works, I received
approval. I could, as head of an orchestra, make experiments, ob-
serve what enhanced an effect, and what weakened it, thus improv-
ing, adding to, cutting away, and running risks. I was set apart from
the world, there was nobody in my vicinity to confuse and annoy
me in my course, and so I had to be original.”

Haydn had a sunny disposition that thrived on hard work, and
a kindly nature that made him respected and admired by the musi-
cians he worked with. They responded to his gentle discipline by
doing their best for him. They were willing to come to rehearsal
whenever Haydn had an experiment he wanted to try out. So they
called him “Papa” Haydn even though he had no children.

In return, Haydn would frequently write to the prince to ask
for new instruments or other items the musicians needed. Other
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times he asked the prince not to carry out a punishment for a
mistake a musician had made.

Prince Nikolaus Esterházy once fired a tenor and a soprano in
the choir who made plans to marry without first asking his permis-
sion. Haydn asked the prince to change his mind and allow the two
singers to remain employed. Whatever Haydn said, it worked.
Neither singer was forced to leave. Another time, an orchestra
member accidentally burned down a house. He almost went to jail,
but Haydn was able to reduce the punishment to being dismissed
and the man was soon rehired.

This is the palace at Esterháza where Haydn was employed most of his life. He
was appointed full Kapellmeister in 1766 and was the director of about 15-20
musicians at the court of Prince Nikolaus (Miklós) Esterházy. Prince Esterházy
had two palaces known as Esterháza: one was in Eisenstadt; the second was built
as a summer home in Fertod and modeled after Versailles.
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The most famous incident where Haydn helped his musicians
occurred in 1772.

Eight years previously, Prince Nikolaus Esterházy visited
France and saw the royal palace at Versailles. Nikolaus returned and
built his own lavish palace in Fertod, which was called Esterháza. It
had more than 100 guest rooms. There was an art gallery filled with
the finest paintings from Italy and Holland and a library with
75,000 books. There was an opera theater with seating for 400 and

a smaller
marionette
theater. The
elaborate
gardens were
described in
the guidebook
to Esterháza,
which
Nikolaus
wrote himself:
“Art and na-
ture are here
combined in a
noble and
magnificent
manner. In
every corner
there is some-
thing to catch
the eye: stat-
ues, temples,
grottoes and
fountains.”

When Haydn was not at Esterházy Palace, this was his home
in Eisenstadt. This is a watercolor painting of the courtyard.
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But the real fame of Esterháza rested on the music of Joseph
Haydn. He composed symphonies, operas and chamber music such
as quartets and trios to show off the talents of his musicians.

Originally Esterháza had been planned as a summer home.
The Esterházys still spent most of the year at their home castle in
Eisenstadt. But as the gardens and theaters, the performances and
entertainments became more lavish, Nikolaus began staying longer
and longer. And where Nikolaus stayed, his musicians had to stay.

This was a hardship for the musicians because their families
couldn’t live at Esterháza. There was no room for them. Things
came to a head in 1772 as “summer” stretched on and on with no
end in sight. The musicians begged Haydn to ask Prince Nikolaus
to allow them to return home to Eisenstadt.

Haydn was wary of confronting Nikolaus with a direct request.
It would be too easy for the prince to say “No.” So he thought of a
better approach. He wrote a new symphony to be performed for
the prince and his court. But it would have a twist.

Nearly every symphony in Haydn’s day had four movements,
with the final movement played at a fast, cheerful tempo. The new
symphony’s final movement began in the usual upbeat fashion. But
after about three minutes, there was a pause. Then the musicians
began playing at a much slower tempo. Nikolaus must have been
confused. And his bafflement would have increased about a minute
later when two musicians suddenly stopped playing, gathered up
their music, blew out their candles, then stood up and walked off
the stage. One by one, the other players did the same. Soon there
were just two violinists left. They played a brief, haunting duet.
Then they too snuffed out their candles and departed. The prince
and his audience were left facing a dark and empty stage.
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This is the story behind Haydn’s Farewell Symphony. It was
not only a brilliant piece of music but also a charming message to
the prince. It expressed the sadness and longing that the musicians
felt for their families. Nikolaus got the hint. He quickly granted the
musicians their vacation.

Chapter 1 - Papa Haydn

Entertainment at the Esterháza Palace was quite lavish. When a new opera house
was built at the palace, Haydn wrote operas. From the mid-1770s, regular perfor-
mances were given. In 1779 the opera house burnt down, but it was rebuilt and it
re-opened in 1781. Although his operas never gained wide exposure, much of
Haydn’s music was eventually published in all the main European centers under a
revised contract with the Esterházys.
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